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AbstratAn experimental study onerning the rise height and morphology of a negatively buoy-ant �uid projetile, produed when a �nite volume of saline solution is fored vertiallyupwards into a quiesent and uniform fresh water environment, is presented. Unlike themuh studied ontinuous injetion of high Reynolds number negatively buoyant �uidgiving rise to a turbulent fountain, the behaviour of a �nite volume negatively buoyantrelease remains, until now, unstudied.The work presented herein is based on the development of an experimental set upand methodology spei�ally tailored to the study of the negatively buoyant projetile.We ommene by identifying the two soure parameters governing the behaviour ofthe negatively buoyant projetile; namely the soure Froude number FrD, expressingthe ratio of soure momentum to soure buoyany, and the aspet ratio of release L/D,relating the length L of the olumn of saline solution dispensed to the nozzle diameter D.In doing so, we note the link to turbulent fountains (ontinuous negatively buoyantreleases) whose behaviour is governed solely by FrD and to vortex rings (�nite volumeneutrally buoyant releases), whose behaviour is governed solely by L/D.Based on its di�ering rise height behaviour and morphology of release (for varying
FrD and L/D), we lassi�ed the negatively buoyant projetile into one of three regimes:the weak-fountain regime, where the rise height behaviour of the negatively buoyantprojetile adhered to very weak fountain preditions; the vortiity-development regime,where the development of an internal vortial struture within the head of the negativelybuoyant projetile inhibited its vertial propagation; and the fored-release regime, wherethe rise height behaviour of the negatively buoyant release adhered, under ertain soureonditions, to fored fountain preditions.This adherene of the rise height behaviour of negatively buoyant projetiles to foun-tain rise height preditions led to a study of the soure onditions (in terms of FrD and
L/D), separating �nite volume behaviour (negatively buoyant projetile) from ontinu-ous behaviour (fountain), at least in terms of initial fountain rise heights. This study ledto a lassi�ation of the FrD and L/D values marking the transition from �nite volumebehaviour to ontinuous behaviour for negatively buoyant releases, linking our work on



6the negatively buoyant projetile to existing fountain literature.Finally, we studied the time dependent volume of the head of the negatively buoyantprojetile as it propagated, and identi�ed two stages: a growth stage and a deay stage.We established that the volume of the head of the negatively buoyant projetile is subjetto an absolute limit. This �nding ompares favourably with the absolute limit on thevolume of �uid ontained within a neutrally buoyant vortex ring (the formation num-ber), as detailed in vortex ring literature. On omparing our �ndings on the negativelybuoyant projetile to those on vortex rings, we developed a new method for estimatingthe formation number of negatively buoyant projetiles (possibly also for vortex rings),determined the dependene of the formation number on FrD, and linked our work onthe negatively buoyant projetile to the existing literature on vortex rings.


